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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Heartbeat International Closed 2015 by Opening Heart Center in Dominican Republic
Free Heart Care Comes to Largest Caribbean Nation

TAMPA, Fla.– Heartbeat International Foundation, a nonprofit headquartered in Tampa, ended 2015 by
opening a new heart center in the capital of the Dominican Republic. Heartbeat International Dominicana
(HBID) has already saved 10 patients in its first full month of operation. Volunteer physicians from the United
States will travel to HBID during February, to assist the permanent physicians with implants and operation’s
ramp up.

Dr. Carlos Cuello, a cardiologist in Naples, Florida, will be one of the first volunteer physicians. Starting on
February 5, 2016, Dr. Cuello will volunteer one week of his time to assist with the procedures. Ash Hasnain,
Special Council to the Chairman of the Heartbeat International Board of Trustees, is currently in charge at the
new center.

About Heartbeat International: Thirty years ago Federico Alfaro, MD, a Guatemalan physician, was treating
a seventeen-year-old patient. The boy had a heart condition cardiologists refer to as “heart block”, an affliction
in which the heartbeat continually slows until one day the heart just stops pumping. The boy's condition was
curable. The problem was that he was poor. Dr. Alfaro tried desperately to find financial assistance to provide
the boy with the pacemaker he needed. But in the end he had to watch the boy die. He swore another
countryman would not die because they could not afford a pacemaker. And so our mission was born.

About Dr. Carlos Cuello: Dr. Carlos Cuello was born and raised in the Dominican Republic. He graduated in
1977 with honors from Univ. Nacional Pedro H. Urena in Santo Domingo, Dom. Rep. Dr. Cuello completed
fellowships at both the University of Massachusetts and New York Medical College, where he also did his
residency. Currently, he is chief of cardiology for Physicians Regional at their Collier Boulevard and Pine
Ridge locations, both located in Naples, Florida.
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